
Assistive Technologies - How developments in everyday 

technologies can enhance independence



• Overview of ICT Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICT) and Assistive Technologies 

• Exploration of how everyday technology can benefit a

person with a disability  

• Understanding of what support an employee requires

• Explore how similar level of prompts can be provided 

using everyday technology

• Case study examples

• Changing mindsets- Let’s get started! 

Objective of the workshop



A Thought to remember 

“For most people, technology 

makes things easier. For people 

with disabilities, technology 

makes things possible.”

~ Mary Pat Radabaugh



• Features such as text-to-speech and voice recognition, ability 

to change contrast and colour schemes, use touch and 

gesture input, and screen magnification which in the past 

required specialised standalone software and hardware are 

now embedded within off-the-shelf ICT devices.

• PLUS - Digital technologies enable persons with disabilities to 

receive information and content in the format that they can 

perceive and prefer.

How everyday technologies have moved forward



Developments in assisted technologies 



When choosing AT 
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Goals Funding

Long term 
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The current system







Job Coach creates 

step-by-step prompts, 

of employment duties.



Progress bar, 

safety icons and 

repeat option.



Complete a task analysis 

and create prompts: 

• Video modeling 

• Picture

• Audio 

• Text 



Complete assessment to 

ensure progression. 

.



Guidance to fade back 

prompts, based on 

best practice. 

.



Let’s create a task! 

.



Stages Outcomes

Stage 1:  Assessment and 
preparation for                                   

employment

• Holistic assessment model based on ability.

• Introduction to employment (employment 

expectations, sample of employment duties, 

appropriate behaviour, customer interaction).

Stage 2: Create programme 
personalised to employment 

duties and ability

• Utilise principles of Applied Behaviour Analysis to 

create training material relevant to employment 

duties.

• Complete digital task analysis.

• Guidance to create step-by-step multimedia 

instructions on smart device.

• Download pre-created task for easy 

implementation. 

Stage 3: Fade out and offsite 
job support 

• Monitor from a distance.

• Ensure proficiency through assessments.

• Reduction of prompts to ensure independence is 

achieved.

• Data collection and real-time reporting to record 

effectiveness.



Real-time data collection



Real-time data collection-Let’s take a look!



Evidence of learning



IMPACT!



Meet Rob!

Rob  is a -year-old man, who  lives in a 

supported living home with KenCrest

Rob has an intellectual disability and  

physical disabilities 

He has been working on the same  in home 

routines and tasks  since he  began living on is 

own.  He has difficulty completing  these 

activities on his own  and  was in need of 

direct assistance with all daily living tasks. 

Rob and his team  were  ecstatic to use avail.  

He loves technology.  His team was thrilled 

because they were able to  create video 
models from his perspective complete tasks.

Tasks included:

• Setting and clearing the 

table

• Making his bed

• Cleaning the table

• Putting away his laundry



Results!



Changing mindsets!




